
Index CoOp - YGG  Scholarship Proposal

Proposal Summary

The proposal is that Index Co-Op will be provided with Axies by Sarutobi which will then be bred
using SLP (sold by Sarutobi to Index for market price saving Index the GAS of transferring to
Ronin) and AXS (to be bought and bridged to Ronin by Index)  and distributed to applicants
(Scholars) that will then be managed under the YGG banner by Sarutobi. Yield is split between
the Scholar (70%), the Manager Sarutobi (10%), YGG (10%) and Index (10%). Index Co-Op
retains ownership of the underlying NFTs.

Budget: 5-6 ETH:

Aqua 1 Farm of 4 = 0.25 ETH / Axie - Total 1 ETH
Aqua 2 Farm of 4 = 0.25 ETH / Axie - Total 1 ETH
Tank Farm of 4 = 0.25 ETH / Axie - Total 1 ETH

Required Resources:

● 31200 SLP ($7800 based on $0.25c SLP) Can be provided by Sarutobi already
on Ronin saving Index bridging fees

● 78 AXS ($546 based on $7 AXS) Will need to be provided and bridged to Ronin
for a GAS cost.

Results:

● 24 Scholar teams of 3 Axies piloted by 24 real people
● 90 AUM (Axies Under Management) (inc 18 eggs available for future scaling)

Approx Total Fiat cost based on 18/05/2021 prices: $18846

Breeding

Each of the above farms contains 4 Axies. So in total you have 6 breeding pairs.

Each pair can be bred 7 times but it gets more expensive the more you breed as seen in the
diagram below.



In the graphic 1 potion= 100 Smooth Love Potions.

To take a pair to 4/7 it will cost 2200 SLP. So for 6 breeding pairs to go to 4/7 it will cost = 13200
SLP or $3300 ($0.25c SLP). You will also need 24 AXS for this or $168 ($7 AXS) This will give
you 4 initial Scholar Teams when you breed to the 4/7 point you will get 24 offspring or 8
additional teams of 3.

This gives you 12 new breeding pairs if you go to 3/7 with the 12 new breeding pairs this time
you will get 36 young the cost for this is 14400 SLP $3600 ($0.25c SLP)  and 36 AXS $252 ($7
AXS) Or 12 additional teams of 3.

At this point so as not to have to move Axies around in future breed all 36 young from Phase 2
to 1/7 [costing 3600 SLP] and getting 18 eggs for for breeding in future)

Doing the above brings your AUM (Axies Under Management) to 90 and the cost per Axie to
about 0.05 ETH.

This gives you 24 teams of 3 in total for around 5-6 ETH.

Phases:

Phase 1: Breed initial 3 farms to 4/7 and distribute 4 accounts

(5 day wait)

Phase 2: Breed 6 new farms to 4/7 and distribute 8 accounts



(5 day wait)

Phase 3: Morph young to Adults breed to 1/7 and distribute 12 accounts. Keep 18 eggs in
reserve. This could be achieved by breeding all 36 young from Phase 2 to 1/7 [costing 3600
SLP] and getting 18 eggs for for breeding in future)

Yield:

24 scholars should farm somewhere between 3600 and 4800 SLP per day.

So conservatively 108000 SLP per month. 75600 Goes to the scholar (70%). 10% = 10800 SLP
goes to YGG, Index and the Manager.

Conservative: at 0.05c SLP this is $540 monthly
at 0.25c SLP its $2700 based on a monthly return.

Side Notes and added benefits:

● Choosing to funnel yield back into building a bigger player base eventually leads to a
really big AUM and a bigger yield long term.

○ Cost of scaling reduces over time in many ways
● This is performing a huge social good.

○ 24 real people would be supplementing their lives with the yield they farm from
play.

○ They would be added to the thousands of people being onboarded to crypto via
play to earn gaming.

● There is a hugely positive marketing side to this. It is very much like a profitable form of
charitable giving.

● Your community of players might be interested in playing other play-to-earn games with
Index owned Assets in future. Truly adding huge value to MVI as time goes on.

● I can create a dedicated section of my server (YGG/INDEX) where you guys can
communicate with the scholars and do interviews etc if you want to report on these
activities. (assuming the scholars are happy with this)


